
condense
[kənʹdens] v

1. 1) конденсировать, превращать из газообразного в жидкое или твёрдое состояние
2) конденсироваться, превращаться из газообразного в жидкое или твёрдое состояние
2. 1) сжато выражать (мысль и т. п. )
2) составлять сокращённый вариант литературногопроизведения

Apresyan (En-Ru)

condense
con·dense [condense condenses condensed condensing] BrE [kənˈdens]
NAmE [kənˈdens] verb
1. intransitive, transitive to change from a gas into a liquid; to make a gas change into a liquid

• ~ (into sth) Steam condenses into water when it cools.
• ~ sth (into sth) The steam was condensed rapidly by injecting cold water into the cylinder.
2. intransitive, transitive ~ (sth) if a liquid condenses or you condense it, it becomes thicker and stronger because it has lost some of
its water

Syn:↑reduce

• Condense the soup by boiling it for several minutes.
3. transitive ~ sth (into sth) to put sth such as a piece of writing into fewer words; to put a lot of information into a small space

• The article was condensed into just two pages.
• The author has condensed a great deal of material into just 100 pages.

Verb forms :

Word Origin:
late Middle English : from Old French condenser or Latin condensare , from condensus ‘very thick’, from con- ‘completely’ +
densus ‘dense’ .

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

condense
con dense /kənˈdens/ BrE AmE verb

[Date: 1400-1500 ; Language: French ; Origin: condenser, from Latin, from com- ( ⇨ COM-) + densare 'to make dense']
1. [intransitive and transitive] if a gas condenses, or is condensed, it becomes a liquid:

the mist which condensed on every cold surface
condense into

The gaseous metal is cooled and condenses into liquid zinc.
2. [transitive] to make something that is spoken or written shorter, by not giving as much detail or using fewer words to give the same
information

condense something into something
This whole chapter could be condensed into a few paragraphs.

3. [transitive] to make a liquid thicker by removingsome of the water:
condensed soup
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